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Abstract Recent studies have revealed a diverse array of
fluid dynamic phenomena that enhance lift production
during flapping insect flight. Physical and analytical
models of oscillating wings have demonstrated that a
prominent vortex attached to the wing’s leading edge
augments lift production throughout the translational parts
of the stroke cycle, whereas aerodynamic circulation due
to wing rotation, and possibly momentum transfer due to
a recovery of wake energy, may increase lift at the end of
each half stroke. Compared to the predictions derived
from conventional steady-state aerodynamic theory, these
unsteady aerodynamic mechanisms may account for the
majority of total lift produced by a flying insect. In
addition to contributing to the lift required to keep the
insect aloft, manipulation of the translational and rota-
tional aerodynamic mechanisms may provide a potent
means by which a flying animal can modulate direction
and magnitude of flight forces for manoeuvring flight
control and steering behaviour. The attainment of flight,
including the ability to control aerodynamic forces by the
neuromuscular system, is a classic paradigm of the re-
markable adaptability that flying insects have for utilising
the principles of unsteady fluid dynamics. Applying these
principles to biology broadens our understanding of how
the diverse patterns of wing motion displayed by the
different insect species have been developed throughout
their long evolutionary history.

Introduction

Over the last of couple of years there has been tremen-
dous progress in understanding the locomotor system of

flying insects. New concepts have tackled long-standing
mysteries of aerodynamic force production in flapping
wings that has drawn the attention of both biologists and
engineers in this field. Some of this progress relies on
advancements in technology such as robotics and com-
putational fluid dynamics that are essential tools for
understanding the basis of aerodynamic force production
(Kamakoti et al. 2000, 2002; Lan 1979; Liu 2002; Liu
et al. 1998; Ramamurti and Sandberg 2001; Sun and
Hamdani 2001; Sun and Tang 2002; Sunada 1993;
Walker 2002b; Walker and Westneat 2000; Z.J. Wang
et al. 2003). Affordable high-speed video systems allow
biologists to routinely study wing motion in flying
animals in order to explore the repertoire of wing
kinematics in living animals, and physical models such
as dynamically-scaled robotic wings demonstrate un-
conventional aerodynamic phenomena based on non-
steady (unsteady) aerodynamic mechanisms (Bennett
1966; Dickinson et al. 1999; Ellington et al. 1996;
Maxworthy 1979; Spedding and Maxworthy 1986; Suna-
da et al. 2002). The development of man-made small
flying micro-air-vehicles with the size of a large insect
currently helps biologists and engineers to understand the
basis of flight force production on a more elaborate and
integrative level of investigation (Ellington 1999; Nor-
berg 2002; Schenato et al. 2001; Shyy et al. 1999;
Zbikowski 2002). Such integrative studies are of funda-
mental importance for understanding the general biome-
chanics of locomotor systems in animals, including sen-
sory processing and neuromuscular control, and broaden
our comprehension of how a locomotor system such as
the insect flight motor has been shaped by an evolutionary
history of more than 300 million years.

Insects are masters of flight agility and manoeuvrabil-
ity when hunting for prey, circling around flowers or
when landing upside down on the undersurface of a leaf
(Alexander 1986; Azuma and Watanabe 1988; Crompton
et al. 2003; Dudley 2002; Land and Collett 1974; Srygley
and Dudley 1993; Taylor 2001; Wagner 1985; H. Wang
et al. 2003; Wehrhahn et al. 1982; Zeil 1983). Flight
manoeuvres result from a process in which an insect
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converts elaborate sensory feedback or intrinsic com-
mands into changes in aerodynamic forces produced by
the flapping wings (Alexander 1982; Egelhaaf 1989; Flick
et al. 2001; Fry et al. 2003; G�tz 1968, 1983; G�tz et al.
1979; Hausen and Wehrhahn 1990; Heide 1975, 1983;
Heide and G�tz 1996; Heisenberg and Wolf 1988, 1993).
The wings leave behind a wake in which any change in
force production is imprinted because forces require an
opposite change in momentum of the surrounding fluid.
Thus the wake is the last component visible in the cascade
ranging from neural control to flight muscle activation,
structural mechanics of the wing hinge, and aerodynamic
mechanisms. One of the major goals in insect flight
research is to understand the interface between changes in
wake structure, and spatial and temporal alterations in
aerodynamic forces resulting from the complex acceler-
ation pattern of the fluid. Consequently, in order to dissect
the basis of aerodynamic force production in insects, it
requires an approach from two different directions: first,
by determining the time course of aerodynamic force
production within each stroke cycle and, second, by
quantifying both flow separation at the wing and the
structure of the resulting wake in space and time.

Traditional approaches to studying flight force pro-
duction in birds, bats, or insects were often dominated by
‘quasi-steady’ models in which the time variant properties
of aerodynamic force coefficients were ignored (Dudley
and Ellington 1990b; Ellington 1975, 1984e; Nachtigall
1977; Newman et al. 1977; Norberg 1975a, 1975b, 1976;
Okamoto et al. 1996; Wakeling and Ellington 1997b;
Weis-Fogh 1972, 1973; Zanker and G�tz 1990). Most of
the mystery inherent in insect flight force production is
attributable to this approach because these models cannot
account for unsteady aerodynamic effects such as leading-
edge vorticity or the Wagner effect (Wagner 1925).
Moreover, many researchers limited their analysis to two-
dimensional conditions in which the wing is modelled as
a series of chordwise wing blade elements that produce
aerodynamic forces without flow interaction between
adjacent wing elements. Two-dimensional experiments
relevant to flapping flight were done by Maxworthy
(1979), Savage et al. (1979), Spedding and Maxworthy
(1986), Dickinson and G�tz (1993) and Dickinson (1994).

In real three-dimensional wings, however, there is a
spanwise interaction of fluid modifying the flow pattern
that the wing is generating while it travels through the
fluid. Consequently, our problems in understanding force
production in flapping wings in the past stemmed from
two separate simplifications: the time-averaged force
coefficients typically derived by testing the wing in a
wind tunnel, and the assumption that the flow around the
wing can be described as a result of flow in multiple
independently acting spanwise wing elements. The recent
progress in experimental methods on robotic wings and
two-dimensional computation of the details of vorticity
generation in the flow around wings, including its relation
to flight forces, has led to a new depiction of aerodynamic
mechanisms in flight (Dickinson et al. 1999; Ellington et
al. 1996; Wang 2000a, 2000b). In particular, the devel-

opment in our understanding of unsteady aerodynamic
mechanisms currently allows us to gain a deeper insight
into how flapping wings produce lift and complex three-
dimensional wakes which, in turn, broadens our compre-
hension of how the variety of different kinematic patterns
found in flying insects might have evolved.

The quasi-steady approach

Wings produce lift by accelerating a fluid volume in a
vertical direction. The simplest view of flight is thus to
consider the flapping wings as a device (actuator disc)
that pushes air downwards at a certain rate (Ellington
1984d). This approach is termed the Rankine-Froude
momentum theory or ‘helicopter theory’, considering the
wake below the moving wings as a fluid jet with a
uniform velocity distribution (von Mises 1959). The
amount of force that a wing produces is equal to the
change in fluid momentum per unit time (momentum
rate) and can be derived simply by the product between
the mass of the fluid volume times its acceleration.
However, the momentum jet theory considers insect flight
on a superficial level and ignores any variations in wing
size, wing morphology, kinematics and lift-producing
mechanisms.

To predict aerodynamic forces from the motion of
wings in more detail, many researchers have estimated lift
forces in flying animals using a more elaborated expres-
sion of Newton’s view on force production (flight force is
proportional to wing velocity squared) valid at high
Reynolds numbers. The approach can be simplified by
considering the fluid flow around an infinitesimal chord-
wise wing element (wing segment) of a wing with infinite
length (span) to be two-dimensional, ignoring three-
dimensional effects such as wing-tip vorticity and span-
wise flow. Lift L per unit wing span is defined as a force
acting perpendicular to the incident flow and given by

Lc ¼
1
2
rCL aeff

� �
u2cdr ð1Þ

in which r is the density of the fluid, u is local flow
velocity, c is wing chord and CL the lift coefficient. The
second force component on the wing is drag D that acts
parallel to the incident flow and is given by

Dc ¼
1
2
rCD aeff

� �
u2cdr ð2Þ

in which CD is the drag coefficient. The dimensionless
coefficients CL and CD determine how much force a wing
produces while moving through the fluid at a certain
speed and at a certain effective angle of attack aeff
(Fig. 1). Since, in most cases, the effective angle of
attack can not be derived simply from wing motion, we
have to consider the wing’s angle of attack in greater
detail. The geometrical or morphological angle of attack
ag refers to the angle between a wing segment and a
geometrically defined reference line typically the direc-
tion of wing motion (Fig. 1). In contrast, the effective or
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aerodynamic angle of attack aeff results from the vector
sum between the incident velocity of the oncoming fluid
u1 and the induced flow ui generated by the moving
wings termed downwash. Without induced flow, geomet-
rical and effective angle of attack are equal. Because of
downwash, the wing’s effective angle of attack yields
(von Mises 1959):

aeff ¼ ag � tan �1 u1
ui

� �
ð3Þ

Lift and drag forces are the vector components of the
total force vector that acts on the wing (Fig. 1). According
to thin aerofoil theory, at high Reynolds number the
aerodynamic force vector is dominated by pressure
around the wing (pressure lift and drag) and thus
orientated perpendicular to the centre line of the wing
profile (Fung 1993). Consequently, when moving through
the fluid, a wing generates an aerodynamic force per unit
wing span Fc, which is given by

Fc ¼ L2
c þ D2

c

� �0:5 ð4Þ
In a real three-dimensional wing moving in a real fluid,

however, pressure drag (CD, p) is only one component of
total wing drag that also involves induced drag (CD, i) and
skin friction (CD,sf). Induced drag results as a consequence
of lift production on (real) aerofoils with finite wing
length and is ignored in a two-dimensional approach.

Induced drag adds to pressure drag and tilts the force
vector slightly backwards in the direction of the moving
fluid (Fig. 1). The significance of induced drag for
unsteady aerodynamic mechanisms is discussed in more
detail when considering the mechanisms of vortex stabil-
isation on insect wings later in this review. Skin friction is
important in most insects flying at intermediate Reynolds
numbers, and results from the viscous forces in the fluid
due to shear stress. Skin friction significantly attenuates
the production of pressure forces caused by the fluid
acceleration around the wing and quickly increases with
increasing pressure gradients and surface roughness, and
with decreasing Reynolds number (Thom and Swart
1940). In thin aerofoils such as insect wings, the skin
friction coefficient is equal to (Schlichting 1979):

CD;sf ¼ 2:66
1

Re0:5

� �
ð5Þ

Because, at low and intermediate Reynolds numbers,
skin friction may attenuate lift while adding a significant
amount of drag, the total force vector tilts backwards on
the wing surface (in addition to the induced drag effect) in
the direction of the fluid motion. As a consequence of
viscous drag, the orientation of the mean force vector qF
with respect to the centre line of the wing profile, and thus
the amount of lift that a wing produces, depends on the
ratio between lift and drag coefficient given by (Dickin-
son 1996):

qF ¼ ag þ tan �1 CL

CD

� �
ð6Þ

In the ‘quasi-steady’ approach, the force coefficients
CL and CD are time-invariant. They are derived typically
from experiments in which model wings are tested in
wind tunnels or flow tanks at different angles of attack
and over the range of flow velocities that the wing
encounters during flapping wing motion. Assuming that
in a flying insect the wings encounter at each stroke
position ‘quasi-steady’ flow conditions similar to those in
a wind tunnel or flow tank, lift and drag can be estimated
roughly throughout the stroke cycle from kinematic
studies that provide wing velocity and the geometric
angle of attack. To take into account that wing velocity
and wing chord changes from wing base to tip, the
elementary blade approach integrate the force produced
by each thin wing slice spanwise (Ellington 1984e).
Integrating lift over the entire stroke cycle eventually
gives total lift production of the flapping wings.

Most of the discrepancy between calculated and
measured flight forces in insect flight is due to the
time-averaged estimates of lift and drag coefficients in
wind tunnels assuming steady-flow conditions. Lift coef-
ficients derived under those conditions typically yield
values around 1.0, such as 0.93–1.15 for dragonflies’
wings (Newman et al. 1977; Okamoto et al. 1996;
Wakeling and Ellington 1997b), 0.86 for the crane fly
Tipula oleracea (Nachtigall 1977), 0.7–0.87 for the wings
of the fruit fly Drosophila (Vogel 1967b; Zanker and

Fig. 1 Schematic of forces and flow directions in a translating
chordwise wing element. Forces assuming two-dimensional flow
conditions are shown by grey vectors. Forces influenced by the
generation of wing-tip vortex in a real three-dimensional aerofoil
are plotted in red. Induced drag tilts the total force vector slightly
backwards which attenuates aerodynamic lift production. Blue
vectors indicate the direction and magnitude of flow that acts on the
wing. The local flow conditions given by the effective angle of
attack and the local fluid velocity depend on the wing’s geometrical
angle of attack, induced velocity and the free stream velocity of the
fluid. ui = induced velocity due to the downward acceleration of
fluid; u1= free stream velocity (relative wind) towards the wing
surface due to wing motion; ag= geometrical angle of attack of the
wing; aind= angle of the induced flow with respect to the wing’s
own motion; aeff = effective angle of attack; F= total force and L=
lift acting on the wing assuming two-dimensional flow conditions,
respectively; D= wing drag which is equal to the sum of pressure
drag and skin friction; F’= total force and L’= lift in a three-
dimensional wing, respectively, and Di= induced drag due to tip
vortex
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G�tz 1990) and 0.69 for the wings of the bumble bee
Bombus terrestris (Dudley and Ellington 1990b). In
contrast, during flapping motion, the wing coefficients
undergo a complex time history in which time-variant
unsteady phenomena may enhance the coefficients.
Moreover, these non-steady effects are not limited to
the translational parts of the stroke (up- and down-stroke)
but may also occur near the end of each half stroke
(ventral and dorsal stroke reversal) when the wings are
quickly rotated around their spanwise axis (Chadwick
1940; Dickinson et al. 1993; Ennos 1988b; Wakeling and
Ellington 1997a; Willmott and Ellington 1997a, 1997b;
Zanker 1990a). Thus in many instances, lift coefficients
estimated from direct force measurements in flying
insects are significantly larger than those predicted by
the quasi-steady approach, ranging from approximately
1.2 to 4 in various insects such as the hawkmoth Manduca
sexta, bumble bee Bombus terrestris, parasitic wasp
Encarsia formosa, dragonfly Aeschna juncea, and the
fruit fly Drosophila melanogaster (Ellington 1975, 1984e;
Lehmann and Dickinson 1998; Norberg 1975a; Weis-
Fogh 1972, 1973). Although time-invariant lift and drag
coefficients offer only a little insight into aerodynamic
mechanisms, they are useful terms for comparison allow-
ing us to quickly estimate the contribution of non-steady
aerodynamic mechanisms to lift production in flying
animals.

Vorticity and circulation

A more powerful concept to help in understanding the
production of aerodynamic forces and wake structure is
the concept of circulation. Circulation around a wing is a
mathematical model that derives lift and drag estimates
from the differentials in fluid velocity generated by flow
asymmetries in translating or rotating wings and is closely
related to vorticity (Fig. 2a). Both quantities describe
rotational motion in fluids: vorticity describes the rota-
tion of a fluid element at a point (point vortex) while
circulation is the total amount of vorticity passing through
any plane region within a flow field (von Mises 1959). In
a fluid motion, different fluid particles may have different
vorticities, and the vorticity of a fluid element may
change when the fluid element is moving along the wing.
Whenever fluid velocities change over a small spatial
distance, vorticity becomes large. Without local changes
in fluid velocity, a translating wing would not produce
any vorticity, and thus circulation and force production
would be zero.

Mathematically, vorticity is defined as the curl of a
velocity vector in the fluid about all three dimensional
axes and is equal to twice the angular speed of a local
fluid particle. Therefore vorticity has the dimension of the
inverse of time. The reason that moving wings may
produce vorticity is due to the viscosity of the fluid. Since
vorticity relies on changes in fluid velocities, most of the
vorticity of a translating wing may be generated within
the boundary layer around the wing. The boundary layer

is a thin layer of fluid that is attached to the wing’s
surface and is thus an interface between a solid body and
its surrounding fluid. In this transition region, fluid
velocities increase from zero near the wing surface (no
slip condition) to the free stream velocity further away
from the wing. The velocity gradient within the boundary
layer induces vorticity that we consider as an infinitely

Fig. 2a–e Various types of aerodynamic circulation in aerofoils. a
Kutta circulation (G, left) due to wing translation (middle) at low
angle of attack. Total force production is proportional to the
product of circulation and translational velocity. Stream lines
(black) around the wing indicate a frontal and rear stagnation point
near the wing’s leading and trailing edge, respectively. b Wing
rotation induces rotational circulation that may enhance force
production when the wing is translating. c A leading-edge vortex
may form at high angle of attack during wing translation which
enhances lift production. The flow separates from the leading wing
edge and reattaches on the dorsal wing surface. d A detached vortex
captured from the surrounding fluid may enhance lift during wing
translation (see Polhamus 1971). e Vortex system and development
of bound circulation in an aerofoil starting from rest. The delay in
maximum lift production (red arrow) is due to the separation
between start vortex and bound circulation. When the wing stops its
motion-bound circulation is shed as a stop vortex into the wake. A=
area of vortex loop
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small point vortex of a local fluid element. The motion of
the point vortex is driven by shear stress between the
different fluid layers within the boundary layer. Since
vorticity is defined as a point vortex, it induces circular
fluid motion around this point with a radial velocity that is
equal to the product between angular velocity of the spin
w times the distance r from the vortex core (rotational
flow). The strength k of this point vortex is then defined
as the product between the radius of the concentric circles
around the vortex core times radial velocity, yielding (von
Mises 1959):

k ¼ wr2 ð7Þ
Seen in space, the rotating core of the point vortex

forms a thin cylinder of fluid termed a vortex filament
(Fig. 2e). Circulatory fluid motion may be conceived as
attached to this straight vortex filament of the vorticity k
and can be found by integrating the tangential compo-
nents of the velocity vectors around the point vortex along
a line that encloses the entire vortex. Outside the vortex
filament, fluid velocity decreases with increasing distance
from the filament due to fluid viscosity (irrotational flow)
similar to the velocity gradient of the boundary layer.
Thus circulation G is proportional to the product between
the circumference of the point vortex and its induced
velocity and can be expressed using Eq. 7 as

G ¼ 2pk ð8Þ
with the dimension of length squared per unit time. In
summary, circulation is a selective measure of the
strength of the flow around a wing but tells nothing
about the components of motion perpendicular to the
enclosed area or flow that averages to zero around the
wing. Every non-circulatory flow, such as fluid velocity
components that are parallel to the direction of wing
motion, do not contribute to circulation. This can be
shown by subtracting those flow components parallel to
the direction of wing motion from the velocity field that a
translating wing produces while generating aerodynamic
forces (Fig. 2a).

The phenomenon of lift: the Kutta condition

In the previous paragraph I showed that circulation
around a translating wing is due to vorticity generation in
the boundary layer. Although this is a major step forward
in understanding the aerodynamic basis of force produc-
tion in insect wings, we still need to know the relationship
between the production of upward lift and the magnitude
of circulation. Since circulation depends on flow velocity,
larger circulation coincides with smaller pressure forces
above the wing surface pulling the wing in an upward
direction. If we consider circulation in Fig. 2a in a
counter-clockwise direction around the foil, the relation-
ship between upward lift production per unit wing span Lc
and circulation is given by the Kutta-Zhoukowskii theo-
rem, that is

Lc ¼ ruG ð9Þ
Combining the relationship above with the steady-state

formulation of lift production in Eq. 1, we can express the
dimensionless lift coefficient for force generation in terms
of circulation normalised to wing speed and wing
geometry that yields

CL ¼ 2Gu�1c�1 ð10Þ
In a non-viscous ideal fluid that exhibits potential

flow, circulation may take on arbitrary values because
there is no fluid viscosity and thus no vorticity generated
in the boundary layer that fixes circulation to a certain
value. In viscous (real) fluids, however, a single solution
exists for circulation if the Kutta condition applies.

Let us consider the actual physics of the flow in order
to completely comprehend lift as a fluid dynamic phe-
nomenon attributed to viscosity of a fluid. We start with a
resting aerofoil in a viscous fluid (Fig. 2e). At the instant
motion starts, the flow is potential (inviscous) and we
measure extremely large fluid velocities near the trailing
edge of the wing. There are two points of stagnation where
fluid velocities are zero, dividing the stream lines into
parts above and below these points (Fig. 2a). After this
initial phase, the velocities between the rear stagnation
point and the trailing wing edge decrease slowly to zero
because of fluid viscosity and static pressure increasing as
predicted by Bernoulli’s equation for inviscous incom-
pressible irrotational flow. The shear stress within the
boundary layer acts against this high pressure zone,
moving the rear stagnation point towards the trailing edge.
Chaplygin (1909, cited in Chaplygin 1956) hypothesised
that the flow occurring under these conditions is that with
a finite velocity at the trailing edge. In other words: only
circulation of a certain strength is able to hold the rear
stagnation point at the trailing edge of the aerofoil which
is termed the Kutta-Zhukowskii condition. Thus the
circulation that a moving wing generates at a certain
speed and angle-of-attack is the Kutta circulation. How-
ever, the Kutta condition applies only for aerofoils with a
sharp trailing wing edge, such as most insect wings and
conventional aerofoils. In cases in which the trailing wing
is rounded, the flow becomes more complicated and
circulation is no longer fixed by the Kutta condition.

At this point we have to introduce Kelvin’s theorem
that in a system with no dissipative forces (no viscosity),
circulation around a closed curve is conserved for
all times or in other words: the net circulation of an
irrotational flow in a closed system (flow region) cannot
change, whereas in contrast the net circulation in a fixed
region may change through time. If there is no circulation
present in the fluid when the aerofoil rests, total circu-
lation in a closed system must stay zero even when the
wing is moving. Superficially this law sounds paradoxical
because a moving wing may generate circulatory lift, as
we have learned above. The answer to this puzzle is that
within a fluid region there may exists two vortices with
circulation exactly similar in size and strength but with
opposite spin (sign). The generation of circulation bound
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to the wing thus does not violate Kelvin’s law of angular
momentum conservation, assuming a pair of vortices. A
wing starting from rest leaves behind a mirror image of
the developing circulation bound to the wing which is
called a starting vortex (Fig. 2e). This vortex grows in
strength as long as the rear stagnation point moves
towards the trailing edge while the wing builds up its full
lift and is lost (shed) eventually into the wake. Thus, the
size of the vortex as seen on a runway behind a starting
aeroplane reflects the amount of circulation that the wings
produce during take-off. The Kutta condition also predicts
that after a complete stop the wing must shed all its bound
circulation as a free stopping vortex that is equal in
strength to the starting vortex. Both starting and stopping
vortices can be visualised in the wake behind flying
animals or flapping robotic wings and tell aerodynami-
cists how much bound circulation an aerofoil may have
produced after its initial start (Brodsky 1994; Ellington
1984d; Grodnitsky and Morozov 1993; Rayner 1979;
Rayner et al. 1986). Eventually starting and stopping
vortices slowly diminish in strength because of fluid
viscosity and become absorbed by the flow heating up the
fluid around the moving wing.

Up until now we have considered the starting and
stopping vortex, and bound circulation in only two di-
mensions. Under these conditions the circulatory system
can be considered according to Kelvin’s law as a system of
two point vortices: the vortex (circulation) bound to the
wing that eventually becomes a stopping vortex, and the
starting vortex (Fig. 2e). In a three-dimensional space,
however, vortices or vortex filaments can not exist freely
(Milne-Thomson 1966). Either they have to be attached to
a fluid–surface interface such as the wing or the body of
the animal or they must be connected to its other end to
form a continuous vortex ring. Thus the wings of a gliding
butterfly may create a single continuous vortex loop
formed by the vorticity filament of the bound circulation
and the filament of the starting vortex (Brodsky 1991,
1994; Ellington 1984d). In flapping flight, the vortex loop
is formed by the starting and stopping vortex shed at the
beginning and the end of each half stroke that are
connected via tip vortices. Tip vortices are created in finite
wings by flow that follows the pressure gradient between
the lower (high pressure) and the upper (low pressure)
wing surface. Grodnitsky and Morozov (1993) have
investigated the air flow around the wings of six insect
species using Lycopodium spores and found that those
animals create a single vortex ring during a complete
stroke (vortex generation during the down-stroke) and
refuted the hypothesis suggested by other authors that the
wake consists of vortex rings connected by their upper and
lower parts in a chain (Brodsky 1991, 1994; Ivanov 1990).
A single vortex ring per stroke cycle shed parallel to the
wing’s stroke plane also agrees well with the results
reported by Ellington (1980) on insects and results of flow
visualisation experiments on slowly flying birds (Kok-
shaysky 1979; Spedding 1986; Spedding et al. 1984).

The significance of advance ratio

Over the past decades it has become increasingly clear
that the lift coefficients derived under steady flow
conditions in the wind-tunnel are too small to explain
why many insects may produce more lift than predicted
by conventional fixed-wing aircraft aerodynamics (see
paragraph on quasi-steady approach). The validity of this
statement, however, critically depends on the errors
associated with the estimations of the fluid velocity over
the flapping wing. This vector is given by the vector sum
of two separate factors: the velocity uw with which the
insect flaps its wings up and down and the animal’s
forward speed uf that adds to flapping velocity. The ratio
between both measures is termed advance ratio J and is
simply given by (Walker 1925):

J ¼ uf u
�1
w ð11Þ

The advance ratio provides an estimate of how much
circulation an animal may gain from its own forward
speed compared with the circulation produced by the
flapping wing motion. An advance ratio of zero indicates
hovering flight because all circulation is generated during
the four phases of wing motion: the two translational
phases (up- and down-stroke) and two rotational phases
(supination and pronation) at the end of each half stroke
when the wings are quickly turned around their longitu-
dinal (spanwise) axis (Chadwick 1940; Dudley and
Ellington 1990a; Ellington 1984b; Ennos 1989; G�tz
1987; Nachtigall 1979; Tu and Dickinson 1996; Vogel
1967a; Wakeling and Ellington 1997a; Willmott and
Ellington 1997b; Zanker 1990a, 1990b). At high advance
ratios, the flow conditions are dominated by the forward
flight speed rather than by the wing’s own flapping
velocity and in many instances conventional ‘quasi-
steady’ aerodynamics becomes applicable to insect flight
(Jensen 1956; Weis-Fogh 1972, 1973). Despite the fact
that even moderate forward speeds might significantly
contribute to lift, because lift depends on velocity
squared, a maximum lift coefficient below 1.0 as deter-
mined in the wind tunnel experiments for most insect
wings is not necessarily high enough to support the
animal’s body weight.

In a tethered flying fruit fly Drosophila, for example,
maximum flight forces are generated at a maximum wing
velocity of 1.76 m s�1 (Lehmann and Dickinson 1998) At
this wing velocity, stroke amplitude has reached its
morphological limit near 180� while stroke frequency is
slightly below its maximum value due to power con-
straints of the asynchronous flight muscles (Lehmann and
Dickinson 1997). Under these flight conditions the quasi-
steady model would require a lift coefficient of 1.9 to
explain the measured flight forces, but the steady-state lift
coefficient measured in the wind tunnel value is 0.8
(Lehmann and Dickinson 1998; Zanker and G�tz 1990).
Assuming that maximum force production in the tethered
animal would allow a freely flying fruit fly to cruise with
a forward flight speed of 0.5 m s�1, which is at the high
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end of the speeds observed, the animal gains potentially
1.7 times more lift due to an increase in wing velocity
(David 1978). However, even an 1.7 times increase in lift
production due to the insect’s forward motion would not
be sufficient to sustain active flight in this fly species,
assuming the steady-state lift coefficient of 0.8. Conse-
quently, even at fast forward flight it is likely that some
insects employ unsteady aerodynamic mechanisms for
active flight.

A low advance ratio also potentially favours the three-
dimensionality of flow structure on the moving wings. To
dissect the fluid dynamic conditions at high and low
advance ratios, I like to start with gliding flight (infinite
advance ratio) and make some inherent assumptions on
wing geometry and motion. Wings that purely glide
(translate) through a fluid face the same fluid velocity at
both the wing tip and the wing base. Assuming no fluid
dynamic effects from the wing tip (‘infinite wing’) there
is only little interaction between adjacent wing segments,
and the flow tends to be two-dimensional. At low advance
ratios or hovering flight, in contrast, wing velocity
significantly increases from base to tip, which may result
in an increase of the pressure differentials between the
upper and lower side of the wing. Although the actual
pressure distribution on the wing depends on several
factors including the spanwise distribution of wing chord,
the increasing pressure differentials in a generic insect
wing should cause that fluid velocity differentials to
increase likewise. The pressure difference between two
chordwise pressure zones produces a spanwise flow of the
fluid, termed axial flow, which is thought to be directed
towards the wing tip on the upper wing surface and
towards the wing base on the lower surface (Fung 1993).
On the upper wing surface, centrifugal forces might even
enhance spanwise flow while axial flow on the lower side
would be attenuated. Axial flow on the upper wing
surface might be an important factor for stabilising
vorticity produced at the leading edge of insect wings at
intermediate Reynolds numbers, and this will be dis-
cussed in the following paragraphs.

Leading-edge vorticity

General introduction

The general view on insect flight describes lift production
as the result of aerodynamic phenomena occurring during
the translational parts of wing motion (Buckholz 1981;
Hoff 1919; Hollick 1940; Holst and K�chemann 1941;
Weis-Fogh 1956). Lui et al. (1998), for example, writes
that in the hovering hawkmoth Manduca sexta, “estima-
tion of the forces during a complete flapping cycle shows
that the lift is produced mainly during the down-stroke
and the latter half of the up-stroke, with little force
generated during pronation and supination” when the
wings rotate at the end of their dorsal and ventral
excursion, that supports the general assumption. But how
can a wing that is moved by the insect significantly

produce more force than a wing in a wind tunnel that
faces the same flow velocities? The search for the answer
to this question has driven the discovery of leading-edge
vorticity in flying insects.

The discovery of the leading-edge vortex (LEV) in a
flying insect closely links biology to engineering because
the potential of trapped or wing attached vortices for lift
enhancement has long been recognised in aerodynamics
(Bradley et al. 1974; Campbell 1976; Dickinson and G�tz
1993; Dixon et al. 1973; Gleason and Roskam 1972; Krall
and Haight 1972; Kruppa 1977; Maxworthy 1979;
Rossow 1978; Sunada et al. 1993). A comprehensive
review on the physics of vortex lift is given by Wu et al.
(1991). Superficially a vortex may enhance flight forces
by adding its own vorticity to the circulation bound to the
wing during translation. This coincides with structural
changes in the flow around the wing. The LEV is a
prominent example of an attached vortex because its
initiation and stability has been investigated in great detail
in both insect wings and aerofoils of aircraft (Ellington et
al. 1996; Houghton and Carpenter 2003; Katz and Plotkin
2002; Usherwood and Ellington 2002a; van den Berg and
Ellington 1997).

To understand the changes in flow due to leading-edge
vorticity, we consider the laminar flow around the leading
edge of a wing travelling at a low angle of attack through
the air. Under these conditions the fluid follows the wing
contour smoothly around the leading edge whereby the
flow ‘sticks’ to the wing surface (attached flow). The
location of the frontal stagnation point requires that the
fluid is accelerated around the leading edge region that is
associated, according to Bernoulli’s equation, with a low
pressure domain termed ‘leading-edge suction’ (Fig. 2a,
Fung 1993; Polhamus 1971). Although, in aeronautics,
the leading-edge suction analogy is used primarily to
develop analytical models predicting low-speed lift of
sharp-edge delta wings, the concept has also been used to
understand fluid-dynamic phenomena in insect flight
(Dickinson and G�tz 1993; Usherwood and Ellington
2002a). The analogy assumes that the normal force re-
quired to maintain the reattached flow on the upper
surface of the wing is the same as that required to
accelerate to flow around the leading edge. The part of the
suction force that is parallel to the direction of wing
motion thus counterbalances pressure drag that acts into
the direction of flow. The vertical component of the
leading-edge suction adds to lift and helps to keep the
insect in the air. However, in flight this situation can only
be obtained by wings operating at low angles of attack
with blunt leading edges that accelerate the flow gradu-
ally (Katz and Plotkin 2002).

In contrast, at a high angle of attack, when the flow
around the leading edge no longer follows the wing
contour smoothly, a leading-edge vortex may develop.
Under these conditions the local viscous forces within the
fluid are smaller than the pressure forces associated with
high fluid velocity and the flow separates from the upper
surface of the wing. Thin aerofoils, such as most insect
wings, even favour fluid separation because the flow
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acceleration around a sharp leading edge requires a higher
pressure gradient than in rounded (blunt) edges. The low-
pressure region behind the leading edge in turn induces
flow to curl back and to reattach subsequently on the
upper side of the wing posterior of the leading edge. This
reattachment is indicated by a stagnation point (zero flow
velocity) on the upper wing surface which is absent in a
detached ‘trapped’ vortex (Fig. 2c, d; Rossow 1978). As a
result of the change in pressure distribution due to
leading-edge vortex formation, the leading-edge suction
force vanishes and the wing experiences a substantial
increase in both lift and drag (Polhamus 1971).

In conventionally shaped (blunt) wings of aircraft
flying at high Reynolds number the flow attached to the
wing starts to separate when the angle of attack exceeds a
critical value of 12–15� (Katz and Plotkin 2002). When
the flow separates from the entire upper wing surface, the
wing stalls completely and circulation is shed into the
wake, causing a complete loss of lift. Thus a leading-edge
vortex structure that has been formed at angles above 12–
15� is thought to be a temporary non-steady aerodynamic
phenomenon and its benefit termed attached-vortex force
may be limited to a short time window (Kuethe and Chow
1986). Dynamic stall occurs in aerofoils when the wing
pitch is oscillating around the critical angle (Ham and
Garelick 1968; Silcox and Szware 1974; Stepniewski and
Keys 1984). This causes a periodic initiation and shed-
ding of strong vortex-like disturbances from the leading
edge region, preventing the wing from stalling completely
(McCroskey et al. 1976). Other experiments have shown
that at intermediate Reynolds numbers of around 200, lift
production following an impulsive start of a insect model
wing at high angle of attack is approximately twice the
steady-state value (Dickinson and G�tz 1993). However,
this enhanced lift relies on unstable leading-edge vorticity
and thus quickly drops when the wing stalls, while
moving further through the fluid.

The benefit of generating a leading-edge vortex resides
in its capacity to effectively increase the camber (curva-
ture) of a wing that adds vorticity (and thus lift) to
circulation produced by the Kutta-condition during wing
translation. In aircraft design, a widely known application
of leading-edge vorticity are thin delta-shaped wings such
as the wings of the Concorde and other military jets (Katz
and Plotkin 2002). Delta-wings stabilise leading-edge
vortices due to their pressure gradient spanwise, increas-
ing lift well above the critical angle of attack. Under those
flow conditions, lift coefficients may range from 4 to 6
(Wu et al. 1991). Prediction from analytical models on
circulation generated by ‘trapped’ vortices on the upper
wing surface even suggests maximum lift coefficients
ranging from 5 to 9.5; that is, up to 10 times higher than
during conventional flow conditions (Rossow 1978). For
example, at maximum angle of attack of 14� at which
flow remains attached, and assuming the largest theoret-
ical prediction of 2p for the lift coefficient slope in a
translating elliptic thin aerofoil following the Kutta-
condition, this would result in a lift coefficient of
approximately 1.5, which demonstrates the enormous

potential of vortices associated with moving wings for lift
enhancement (Kuethe and Chow 1986).

Physical models

A three-dimensional leading-edge vortex in an insect has
been described in great detail in a tethered flying
hawkmoth Manduca sexta and dragonflies (Ellington et
al. 1996; van den Berg and Ellington 1997; Willmott et al.
1997; Reavis and Luttges 1988). By using smoke streams
to visualise the wake around the moving wings, Ellington
and colleagues were able to demonstrate the presence of a
vortex close to the leading edge of the moth wing. At low
head wind (0.4 m s�1) which compares to slow forward
speed of the moth, the vortex is small and the wake is
quite unstable. With increasing speed (up to 5.7 m s�1) the
leading-edge vortex grows in size and eventually extends
over the entire wing surface (Fig. 3a). Unfortunately, the
visualisation results for flow in tethered flying insects are
not clear enough to derive good flow reconstructions near
the flapping wings. Moreover, in tethered flight it is
difficult to measure forces and moments produced by the
animal wings in all six degrees of freedom and with
temporal resolution sufficiently high to link wake struc-
ture and aerodynamic force production. Thus, over the
last few decades several biologists and aerodynamicists
have developed mechanical models of insect wings in
order to study the wake around an insect in greater detail.

Bennett (1970) presented a simple three-dimensional
mechanical model wing based on the beetle Melolontha
vulgaris that allowed wing incidence to change while
flapping the wing back and forth in the stroke plane.
Maxworthy’s (1979) three-dimensional wing allowed us
to study the flow around model wings at the beginning of
the down-stroke but did not allow us to actively change
the angle of attack while flapping. Spedding and Max-
worthy (1986) used a two-dimensional model that could
only rotate the wings but allowed us to measure aerody-
namic forces on the wing via a load cell (force transduc-
er). Physical models for investigating dragonfly aerody-
namics were employed by Saharon and Luttges (1987),
Kliss et al. (1989) and Savage et al. (1979). A major
progress in robotic wing design was made by Ellington
et al. (1996), who constructed two robotic wings that
allowed continuous wing flapping. The wing motion was
controlled by a computer that mimics wing motion based
on the kinematics of the hovering hawkmoth. The model
is approximately 10 times larger than Manduca and flaps
its wings in air at a frequency of 0.3 Hz. Although the
‘flapper’ is a useful concept for studying the effect of
wing kinematics on the structure of the wake, its benefit
was limited because it was not originally equipped with a
force sensor that allowed the measurement of aerody-
namic force production during the stroke. More recently,
biologists have presented a two-winged robotic apparatus
(‘robofly’) that is driven by an assembly of computer-
controlled stepper motors attached to a wing gear box via
timing belts (Dickinson et al. 1999; Lehmann 2000). Each
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wing was capable of rotational motion about three axes
and was immersed in a tank of mineral oil. The viscosity
of the oil, the wing length and the speed of the wing were
chosen to match Reynolds number typical for the flight of
the fruit fly Drosophila melanogaster (Re= 134). The base
of the wing was equipped with a two-dimensional force
transducer that allowed the measurement of shear forces,
not bending moments, normal and perpendicular to the
wing. From a geometric viewpoint, lift and drag could be
derived from these forces throughout the stroke cycle and
eventually linked to the wake structure generated by the
moving wings. Both the ‘flapper’ and the ‘robofly’ have
provided new insights into the generation of a leading-
edge vortex in insect flight and how this vortex is
stabilised throughout the stroke.

Vortex strength

Seen in space, the leading-edge vortex attached to a flying
hawkmoth wing or the wing of the ‘flapper’ is a conical
spiral (helical vortex), enlarging as it is swept by the wing
and stabilised by axial flow (Fig. 3d). The strong axial
flow is due to the pressure gradient from wing base to tip
and continuously removes energy from the vortex core
spanwise, keeping the vortex relatively small and the flow
stable (Fig. 3b). According to Helmholz’s second theo-
rem, the leading-edge vortex filament must extend across
the midline of the insect body towards the wing on the
other side of the animal’s body or attach close to the base
of the wing, where wing velocity and vorticity is small
(Fig. 3d, e). From base to tip the leading-edge vortex
increases in size (diameter) up to a distance of 60–70% of

Fig. 3 a Size of leading-edge vortices on the upper surface of a
moving dynamically-scaled robotic model wing at 50% wing length
of the hawkmoth Manduca sexta. The vortex size increases with
increasing angle of attack from 10� to 75� while the vortex core
(blue) moves away from the upper wing surface (modified from van
den Berg and Ellington 1997). b Axial flow velocities within a
leading-edge vortex on a hawkmoth model wing during ‘hovering’
flight (modified from Ellington et al. 1996). c Steady-state lift and
drag coefficients (open circles) as a function of the geometric angle
of attack during wing translation in a three-dimensional fruit fly
model wing. Coefficients were calculated using a quasi-steady
elementary blade approach. Superimposed lines show the steady-

state (solid) and transient coefficients (broken) of a two-dimen-
sional robotic wing moving at similar Reynolds number of 134.
Steady-state coefficients of fruit fly wings estimated in a wind
tunnel are plotted in red (Vogel 1967b). d Schematic of the conical
and helical structure of a leading-edge vortex in the hawkmoth due
to axial flow. During hovering flight there is no vortex on the
animal body (lower image). e In a butterfly during take-off in a
wind tunnel, the helical flow of the leading-edge vortex is absent
and the vortex expands across the midline of the animal’s body
(lower image). Under those conditions axial flow appears to be
small or absent (modified from Srygley and Thomas 2002)
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the wing length, at which the vortex breaks down and lifts
away (separates) from the wing surface joining the wing-
tip vortex (van den Berg and Ellington 1997). At break-
down the vortex has reached its critical size, pressure
force overcomes viscous forces of the fluid, and axial
flow can not longer guarantee its integrity. The circulation
of a leading-edge vortex Gle, as seen as a cross-section of
the conical spiral, is proportional to the vorticity gener-
ated by its rotational speed (vortex swirl) uq and the mean
vortex diameter dle and is equal to

Gle ¼ pdleuq ð12Þ
By spanwise tracking of smoke blobs released at the

wing base in the hawkmoth ‘flapper’, van den Berg and
colleagues estimated the helix angle within the conical
spiral to be near 45�, suggesting that the magnitude of the
vortex swirl is equal to axial flow velocity (Fig. 3b;
Ellington et al. 1996; van den Berg and Ellington 1997).
Leading-edge vortices are large structures and in the
hawkmoth they reach a maximum diameter of up 70% of
the wing chord. Thus their contribution to total lift
production is quite remarkable. To support the weight of a
hovering the hawkmoth in free flight a steady-state lift
coefficient of 1.8 is required (Willmott 1995). Since the
maximum steady-state lift coefficient measured in a wind
tunnel is only 0.6–0.7, two-thirds of the overall perfor-
mance of the flapping wing is thought to be due to
leading-edge vorticity. Slightly smaller values were ob-
tained in a robotic model based on Drosophila kinematics
(~45%, Dickinson et al. 1999; Fig. 3c). In sum, leading-
edge vorticity is induced in insects when the wings
translate through the air at high angle of attack (typically
20–50�). It requires that flow separates from the leading
edge and reattaches on the upper wing surface. Due to
both vortex strength and size, a leading-edge vortex may
far outmatch conventional aerodynamic mechanisms
based on fixed-wing aircraft theory. Although leading-
edge vorticity can not explain all circulation generated
during oscillatory wing motion its discovery has general
implication on our understanding how animals fly.

Vortex stability and axial flow

There is a ongoing controversy about the mechanisms that
hold (or trap) a leading-edge vortex in place on the upper
wing surface of an insect. Several technical solutions have
shown directly that axial flow is the predominant factor in
leading-edge vortex stabilisation at high Reynolds num-
ber. In conventional aircraft, axial flow can be created by
generating an artificial air jet towards the wing tip that
removes vorticity from the vortex-like flow, preventing
the flow from separating fully from the wing (Rossow
1978). In the hawkmoth and the hawkmoth model wing,
axial flow is clearly present and akin to the flow found
in delta-winged aircraft (Willmott et al. 1997). The lead-
ing-edge vortex remains stable even in a continuously
‘revolving’ hawkmoth wing (propeller) that avoids con-
founding effects from wing rotation (pronation and

supination) at the end of each half stroke (Usherwood
and Ellington 2002a). In the three-dimensional physical
Manduca model the LEV is generated as soon as the
wings starts to revolve and produces maximum lift
coefficients well above the two-dimensional steady-state
coefficient obtained in a wind tunnel (Usherwood and
Ellington 2002b). According to these results, the LEV in
the hawkmoth might be described as a steady unsteady
aerodynamic phenomenon.

Interestingly, in helicopter and wind turbine blades,
axial flow is small or absent although those systems are
very similar to the revolving hawkmoth model and are
often compared with the up- and down-stroke in flying
insects (De Vries 1983; McCroskey et al. 1976). There are
three possible explanations for this discrepancy. First,
helicopter and wind turbine blades rotate at high Reynolds
numbers well above the hawkmoth model that flaps or
rotates its wings at Reynolds number of about 7,000. Flow
at high Reynolds numbers tends to be more turbulent
because viscous forces of the fluid are small compared to
the pressure forces. This easily causes turbulences in the
fluid, and both LEV and axial flow might be minimal
under these conditions. Second, in comparison with long
and slender helicopter and wind turbine blades, insect
wings have a small aspect ratio that is defined as the ratio
between wing length and the mean chord width of the
wing (Ellington 1984a; Vogel 1994). Low aspect ratio
wings could facilitate the induction of LEV and axial flow
that might explain the geometry of most of the wings we
find in different insect species. Third, helicopter and wind
turbine blades are generally given a twist from base to the
tip so that the angle of attack is not constant all over the
span (Stepniewski and Keys 1984; von Mises 1959). This
decrease in the angle of attack towards the wing tips is
called washout and helps to concentrate the lift in much
the same way as the spanwise decrease of chord length: a
comparatively larger part of the total lift is contributed by
the central portion of the wing and therefore bending
moments at the wing roots will be smaller for the same
total lift (von Mises 1959). These modifications of the
wing might alter the Bernoulli suction towards the wing
tip that could potentially result in a decrease in spanwise
axial flow. An exact explanation, however, of how axial
flow is generated in different aerofoils moving at different
trajectories and Reynolds number regimes remains un-
certain.

The requirement of axial flow for leading-edge vortex
stability akin to that produced by delta-wing aircraft was
questioned recently by experiments using model wings
based on the fruit fly Drosophila (Birch and Dickinson
2001). In contrast to the hawkmoth model, the span-
wise flow within the LEV core of the fruit fly model
(‘robofly’) is quite small and amounts to only 2–5% of the
average tip velocity. Quite different from the outward
flow at the leading edge, at the rear two-thirds of the wing
there is strong spanwise flow that approaches peak
velocities of 40% of the wing tip velocity. However,
despite of this strong outflow of fluid there is no
indication of spiral flow analogous to the helical LEV
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as found in the hawkmoth. Nevertheless, in the fruit fly
the relatively small velocity of axial flow within the
vortex core might be sufficient to stabilise the LEV, quite
similar to the flow as seen in the hawkmoth. In order to
test this idea, Birch and Dickinson employed chordwise
fences that limit spanwise flow in the fruit fly model. The
teardrop-shaped fences were mounted on the upper wing
surface either at the leading edge or the rear region of the
wing to limit axial flow within the LEV or spanwise flow
at the trailing wing edge, respectively. In spite of the front
barriers the LEV remains stable and thus force production
does not change throughout the stroke cycle. The removal
of energy out the vortex core is thus not required to
stabilise the LEV in this case. The anteriorly directed
fences, in contrast, elicit a 25% drop in aerodynamic force
production, whereas the time course of force production
remains unchanged (Birch and Dickinson 2001). Al-
though this decrease in force production seems more
consistent with the findings of LEV stability in the
hawkmoth, the underlying flow structures might be
different and could point to different fluid dynamic
mechanisms.

The negligible effect of blocking leading edge axial
flow in the three-dimensional fruit fly model rises the
question of why the LEV in a two-dimensional model
wing becomes unstable when the wing is translating
through the fluid (Dickinson and G�tz 1993). Under two-
dimensional conditions, the LEV typically enlarges when
the wing travels through the fluid (Dickinson and G�tz
1993). The resulting low-pressure domain on the upper
wing surface in turn facilitates the induction of a vortex at
the wing’s trailing edge in order to satisfy Kelvin’s
theorem. While the wing is moving forward, leading- and
trailing-edge vortices may have shed alternatively into the
wake, leaving behind a von-K�rm�n-trail of vortices that
are equal in strength but have an alternating rotational
spin. The wing motion of the three-dimensional fruit fly
model becomes rather two-dimensional when the flow
around the wing tip (tip vortex) is blocked by a wall that
exactly matches the sweep of the wing (Birch and
Dickinson 2001). The presence of this cylindrical wall
(edge baffle) reduces axial flow and thus limits the energy
removal from the vortex core. As a consequence the mean
strength of the LEV increases by 14%, resulting in a 8%
increase of aerodynamic force production averaged over
the entire stroke cycle. However, there is no sign of von-
K�rm�n shedding, indicating that the LEV stays rigidly
attached throughout the stroke cycle (Birch and Dickinson
2001).

If it is not axial flow that stabilises the LEV in the fruit
fly model what then explains its stability and constant
attachment during wing translation? One hypothesis is
that the momentum jet directed downwards (induced
flow, downwash) by the beating wings has a potent
inhibitory effect on the strength of the LEV and thus on
lift production (Birch and Dickinson 2001). In order to
understand this possible mechanism for LEV stabilisation,
I like to dissect the flow over the three-dimensional (finite
wing) fruit fly wing in greater detail. A wing that

translates through the fluid at a positive angle of attack
accelerates fluid around the aerofoil. This acceleration
results in a pressure difference between the upper and the
lower wing surface and subsequently in lift. As mentioned
before, at the wing tip the fluid is following the pressure
gradient from the higher energy (lower) wing side to
lower energy (upper) wing side creating a circular flow
termed the tip vortex. According to Helmholtz’s second
theorem, the tip vortex must either extend to infinity or
attach to a boundary (the wing). The production of
vorticity inside the tip vortex requires kinetic energy that
stems from the power generated by the drag force of the
wing. Thus tip vorticity results in an additional drag force
on the moving wing termed induced drag. Because
induced drag depends on the pressure distribution span-
wise it depends subsequently on the aspect ratio AR of the
wing. In a low aspect ratio wing the pressure difference
between the upper and lower side of a wing segment is
relatively high and thus induced drag is large. High aspect
ratio wings, such as wings of sail planes, produce minimal
induced drag because the pressure gradient between both
sides of the wing is small (von Mises 1959). At high
Reynolds numbers the dimensionless induced drag coef-
ficient CD,i can be derived from the wing’s aspect ratio
and the lift coefficient by (Katz and Plotkin 2002):

ð13Þ
The kinetic energy that resides in the circulation of tip

vortices induces a downward flow of fluid (downwash).
This induced vertical flow changes the direction of the
flow vector of the oncoming air so that the aerodynamic
angle of attack becomes significantly smaller than the
geometric angle, as mentioned at the beginning of this
review. Birch and Dickinson (2001) pointed out that,
particularly in hovering flight when the wings sweep
numerous times through the same fluid disc, induced flow
lowers the aerodynamic angle quite substantially. In the
fruit fly model the aerodynamic angle of attack at the
wing tip is almost identical to the geometric angle of
attack (45�) because the pressure difference between
upper and lower wing sides is very low, and thus induced
flow is negligible. Towards the wing’s centre, in contrast,
the effective angle of attack drops to roughly one-half
(21�) of the geometric angle, reflecting the strong down-
wash of fluid generated by the inner wing segments
(Birch and Dickinson 2001). Subsequently, when an
insect takes off in still air, the first stroke potentially
generates the largest amount of force because induced
flow is minimal. Lift then decreases in the subsequent
strokes due to the reduction in aerodynamic angle of
attack, assuming that the animal is not adjusting its wing
kinematics to compensate for that drop in lift. In total, the
downwash has a potent inhibitory effect on the strength of
the LEV, and both wake vorticity from previous strokes
and wing-tip vorticity limit the growth of the LEV and
prolong its attachment on the upper wing surface. The
stability of the LEV in the fruit fly model thus might be a
consequence of an effective reduction in the angle of
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attack rather than reflecting a distinct aerodynamic
mechanism. The short travel distance of the fruit fly
wings during up- and down-stroke of only three-quarters
of a wing cannot contribute to the stability of the LEV
sensu stricto. Instead, the potential benefit of a short
travel distance might be that it hinders the LEV in
reaching a critical size and thus reduces the risk of LEV
vortex shedding during the wing’s translational motion.
Whether the LEV remains even stable without axial flow
in a revolving Drosophila wing has still to be demon-
strated.

Although the changes in effective angle of attack due
to induced flow velocity may explain why the LEV
appears to be stable in the fruit fly model, it cannot
explain why axial flow inside the LEV is so small. A
possible reason is the relative increase in viscous forces of
the fluid with decreasing Reynolds number. The Reynolds
number of moving fruit fly wings amounts to 100–250
and is thus significantly smaller than in the hawkmoth,
which flies at Reynolds numbers between 7,300 and 8,100
(Willmott 1995; Willmott and Ellington 1997b). High
fluid viscosity may have two effects: it hinders axial flow
in following the pressure gradient from base to tip and it
smoothes out disturbances in the flow that increases the
stability of a vortex-like structure and thus extends the
time in which a vortex remains stable during wing
motion. However, studies on large red admiral butterflies
Vanessa atlanta have recently questioned the existence of
axial flow even at higher Reynolds numbers similar to
those found in the hawkmoth (Srygley and Thomas 2002).
This observation was made in freely flying animals in a
wind tunnel. Compared to tethered flying insects or
‘hovering’ physical models, this approach allows us to
study unsteady aerodynamic mechanisms in the behaving
animal that moves through the air while quickly altering
the wing kinematics on a stroke-by-stroke basis.

The reconstructions of the flow above the butterfly
wings using smoke trails show the leading-edge vortex
spreads out from the wing surface on the body of the
animal at which the vortex maintains its strength (Srygley
and Thomas 2002). In contrast to the conical LEV found
in the hawkmoth, the butterfly LEV exhibits a rather
constant diameter from the midline of the animal’s body
up to the wing tip at which the vortex joins the tip vortex
(Fig. 3d, e). As a consequence of this difference in vortex
shape, the vortex focus of the conical LEV (hawkmoth) is
attached at the wing root, whereas in the cylindrical LEV
of the butterfly there is a free-slip focus above the midline
of the body. Moreover, in the presence of axial flow in the
butterfly LEV the smoke lines would have been deflected
from the leading edge towards the wing tip. Because this
type of distortion of the flow appears to be absent in
Vanessa atlanta, Srygley and Thomas concluded that the
helical structure of the LEV is small or absent. Thus in the
red admiral, axial flow might not be required to stabilise
the leading-edge vortex during these observed types of
flight manoeuvres.

The experimental results on the red admiral are
undoubtedly valid for take-off at a free stream velocity

in the wind tunnel at around 1–2 m s�1. At this moment
the body angle of the animal with respect to the oncoming
air almost approaches 90�, which might induce flow
separation on the dorsal side of the body or facilitate that
the LEV expands across the midline of the animal’s body
towards the other wing. Moreover, the relatively high
advance ratio might explain the absence of axial flow
because the body of the animal, the wing base and the
wing tip face similar flow velocities and Bernoulli suction
that drives axial flow would be minimal. Thus, it remains
open whether these findings can necessarily be carried
across to cruising flight of butterflies at lower advance
ratios. Despite these concerns, the main outcome of such
studies is to show the repertoire of different kinematic
manoeuvres and flight modes in insects and the resultant
alterations in the complex flow patterns that may change
from stroke to stroke. Although a comprehensive theory
of LEV initiation and stabilisation covering different
types of leading-edge vorticity has still to be developed,
the recent results already enable us to get a deeper insight
into the non-steady fluid mechanical phenomena in
flapping flight.

Rotational and Magnus circulation

Leading-edge vorticity might be present in many flying
insects and its stability seems not to be limited to a
specific Reynolds number domain as mentioned above. In
the hawkmoth Manduca sexta and the fruit fly Drosoph-
ila, Kutta-circulation due to wing translation and leading
edge circulation are sufficient to explain the flight force
needed to keep the insect airborne (Dickinson et al. 1999;
Willmott et al. 1997). However, there are two main
reasons that circulation produced during wing translation
may not be the only aerodynamic mechanism that
enhances flight forces in flying insects.

First, experiments conducted with tethered fruit flies
flown in a virtual reality flight arena indicate that an
increase in flight force production involves an increase
in both the wing flapping velocity and the lift coeffi-
cient (Lehmann and Dickinson 1997, 1998). While wing
flapping velocity increases when the wings undergo larger
stroke amplitudes and/or stroke frequencies, the two-fold
increase in lift coefficient between minimum and max-
imum locomotor capacity of the flight apparatus points
towards aerodynamic phenomena that might not reside in
the translation wing motion. This conclusion is supported
by the finding that in the robotic Drosophila wing that
moves with constant velocity and inclination in each half
stroke, lift production and thus LEV strength is approx-
imately constant after an initial phase of wing accelera-
tion (Dickinson et al. 1999). Thus, it is unlikely that the
increase in mean lift coefficient at elevated flight force
production is attributed simply to an increase in LEV
strength with increasing stroke amplitudes.

Second, direct force measurements on tethered flying
fruit flies have shown that maximum forces are produced
during wing rotation and not during wing translation,
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suggesting that the stroke reversals might add a signif-
icant amount of force to total lift (Dickinson and G�tz
1996; Zanker and G�tz 1990). As mentioned earlier,
insects rotate their wings around the spanwise axis at the
end of the up- and down-stroke. From a kinematic point
of view, this manoeuvre is required solely to obtain an
adequate angle of attack for the next following half
stroke. The simple ‘quasi-steady’ approach (Eq.1) does
not predict force peaks at the end of each half stroke
because, in this model, lift production purely relies on
translational wing velocity that is small during the stroke
reversals. Quite similar to the discovery of the leading-
edge vortex, the discrepancy between the measured high
lift peaks during wing rotation in the tethered flying fly
and the predictions from the simple conventional aero-
dynamic model was tackled in a dynamically scaled
robotic wing (Dickinson et al. 1999).

A possible explanation for the force peaks at the end of
each half stroke is that the wing’s own rotation serves as a
source of circulation to generate an upward force (Fig. 4).
Originally, the augmented circulatory lift has been mis-
taken as a result of the Magnus effect. However, this
mechanism, rotational circulation, is not akin to the
Magnus effect (sensu stricto) although both aerodynamic
phenomena share similar time histories in force produc-
tion and are both based on the acceleration of fluid around
the rotating object. The motion of the fluid cylinder
around the object is driven by the fluid’s viscosity and the
direction of its spin is thus equal to the rotational spin of
the object (Fig. 2b; Fung 1993). The Magnus force makes
a soccer-ball curve from its path towards the goal and is
independent of the angle of attack and rotational moments
(Sun and Tang 2002). In this sense, Magnus circulation is
similar to translational circulation resulting from the
distortion of the flow on a pitched wing in a uniform flow.
However, Magnus circulation is independent of the
chordwise centre of the incident flow and thus differs
from rotational circulation. A detailed overview on the
different use of the term ‘Magnus-like force’ for describ-
ing aerodynamic forces is given by Walker (2002b).
Consequently, when a translating insect wing rotates
around its longitudinal axis, it may experience both
rotational and Magnus circulation. Although Magnus
forces may contribute to total lift balance of an animal
(Fung 1993) recent analytical models and CFD results
suggest that Magnus force is not needed to explain flight
forces generated during wing rotation (Sun and Tang
2002). Magnus force even makes the prediction of some
analytical models worse and has thus been questioned as
an important factor for lift production in insects in general
(Walker 2002b).

The amount of rotational circulation produced by a
rotating wing depends on the rotational axis of the wing
or in other words by the length ratio between the proximal
and distal wing segment (Fig. 4c). In thin aerofoils such as
insect wings rotational circulation Gr depends on wing
chord and the normalised position of the rotational axis
x̂0, which is the distance between the axes and the leading

wing edge divided by total wing chord (DeLaurier 1993;
Fung 1993). The relationship is thus

Gr ¼ pwc2 0:75� x̂0ð Þ ð14Þ
in which w is the angular speed of the wing. A wing that
rotates around the leading edge axis x̂0ð Þ ¼ 0 induces
maximum circulation. In the fruit fly, the wing’s rota-
tional axis is approximately one-quarter behind the
leading edge, which would result in a one-third reduction
in rotational circulation. As the rotational axis moves
away from wing’s leading edge, rotational circulation
decreases and is zero at three-quarters distance (Fig. 4c).

Detailed work on rotational axis has shown that the
value 0.75 is only valid for attached flow and changes
with rotational velocity when the flow is separated, which
is the case in insect wings. Thus the position of the

Fig. 4a–c The contribution of rotational circulation to total circu-
lation (G) depends on the wing’s rotational timing within the stroke
cycle. a When the wing rotates at the end of the half stroke,
rotational circulation (Gr) adds to circulation produced during wing
translation (Gt). b When the wing rotates at the beginning of a half
stroke, rotational and translational circulation have opposite spins
and lift production is attenuated. Coloured sections of the wing tip
path plotted on the right indicate the phase of wing rotation. c
Measured values of rotational circulation are plotted as a function
of the normalised position of the rotational axis in a robotic wing.
The data were calculated using the total rotational force generated
by an advanced kinematic pattern as shown in Fig. 5a and close to
the point of peak force generation. The solid line indicates the
theoretical prediction of circulation based on Eq. 14 in the text.
Wing speed is 0.15 m s�1, angular velocity is 74� s�1 and Reynolds
number is approximately 136. Red dots indicate leading wing edge
and green dots the location of the rotational axis
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rotational axis at which a wing is not producing any
circulation while rotating can be as low as 0.57 (Sane and
Dickinson 2002). This observation might have direct
consequences for the evolution of wing shape design
because it favours wings with a rotational axis close to the
leading edge (Walker 2002a). If the position of the
rotational axis falls behind the critical distance of 0.57 or
0.75 the wing even produces negative circulation which
subtracts from translational circulation and lowers the
production of aerodynamic lift (Fig. 4c). Wings in which
x̂0 is small should be thus beneficial for an insect that
produces rotational circulation at the stroke reversals.
However, the benefit of rotational circulation for flight
force enhancement does not depend solely on the geo-
metric wing axes but also on the timing of wing rotation
within the stroke cycle.

The reason that the contribution of rotational circula-
tion may change is that the wing is translating while it
rotates (Fig. 4; Dickinson et al. 1999). A kinematic
pattern in which the wing is starting and finishing its
rotation before it reverses the direction at the end of the
down-stroke is termed advanced rotation and the wing’s
rotational axis appears to be located near the leading edge
of the wing (Fig. 4a). This type of stroke reversal adds

rotational circulation to translational circulation that
results in a pronounced lift peak at the end of each half
stroke (Fig. 5a, red trace). Alternatively, the wing may
rotate at the beginning of the next following half stroke
(up-stroke in Fig. 4b). This is termed delayed rotation and
the true rotational axis lies near the trailing wing edge.
Because of the opposite sign between rotational and
translational circulation, this kinematic manoeuvre sub-
tracts lift from translational lift, which results in negative
lift peaks (Fig. 5c, red trace). Although there is only a
small difference in rotational timing (8%) between both
cases, flight force production is 1.7 times higher during
advanced rotation when using a generic kinematic pattern
of wing motion.

In insects that show rather symmetrical rotational
motion, such as Drosophila (Lehmann 1994; Zanker
1990a), the process of rotation spans the end of one half
stroke to the beginning of the next, then the wing
produces first an upward force (positive lift) and then,
following stroke reversal, a downward force (negative
lift). Remarkably, the overall benefit of the symmetrical
rotation is only several percentage points less compared
with an advanced wing rotation offering an insect a larger
safety margin for flight control when altering rotational

Fig. 5a–c Instantaneous forces of a model wing plotted for three
types of rotational timing at stroke reversals (upper row) superim-
posed on a diagram showing wing motion (middle row, black line=
chordwise wing element, black dot= leading edge). Effects of
rotational timing on lift (lower row) generated for the stroke pattern
as shown above. Rotational force (black) was derived from the
difference between total force production (red) and forces produced
during wing translation (blue). Grey area indicates the time of the
wing’s down-stroke. Force peaks due to rotational circulation are
marked by a closed circle, force peaks due to wake capture or

added mass are marked by a hollow circle. a Advanced rotation at
which the wing has finished rotation at the end of each half stroke
produces maximum lift (mean CL=1.74). b Symmetrical rotation
(mean CL=1.67) and c delayed rotation at which the wing rotates at
the beginning of the half stroke. Delayed rotation produces
approximately 70% less lift (mean CL=1.01) than advanced wing
rotation. Black arrows on the fly body indicate magnitude and
orientation of the mean flight force vector and coloured sections of
the wing tip path indicate the phase of wing rotation
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timing during steering manoeuvres (€70 ms in Drosoph-
ila; Dickinson et al. 1993). The potential benefit of
rotational circulation for a flying insect is quite remark-
able. The robotic model wing yields that rotational effects
may contribute between 35% (fruit fly kinematics) and
50% (hover fly kinematics) to total lift production
averaged throughout the stroke cycle – a high value
considering the brief duration over which they act in
flapping wing motion (Dickinson et al. 1999).

The Kramer effect

A third method, besides that of rotational and Magnus
circulation, of how wing rotation may contribute to total
lift production in flapping insect wings is its ability to
delay stall during wing translation. Although, in the
hawkmoth and the fruit fly, leading-edge vorticity appears
to be stable throughout the translational phase of wing
motion, the delay of stall might be beneficial in insects
flying at high Reynolds number and elevated forward
speed. Kramer (1932) has demonstrated that a wing in
steady motion may experience lift coefficients above the
steady stall value when the wing is rotating with a low
rotational spin from low to high angles of attack. The
increase in maximum lift coefficient is termed the Kramer
effect, which is not due to the induced rotational
circulation, which can be shown by estimating rotational
forces from Eq. 14 (Ellington 1984d; Munk 1925). In
turn, a wing stalls at smaller angle of attack when it
rotates with a negative rotational velocity in which the
angle of attack is steadily decreasing (Farren 1935). In
generic kinematic patterns used for modelling insect
flight, the latter situation is given when wing rotation is
delayed during the stroke reversals, which might explain
some of the lift attenuation measured in the physical fruit
fly model (Dickinson et al. 1999; van den Berg and
Ellington 1997; Wang 2000a). In contrast, when the
wing rotates in advance, the angle of attack is steadily
increasing, which might facilitate leading-edge vortex
stability due to the Kramer effect. In sum, whether the
Kramer effect is of functional significance for flapping
insect wings still remains unclear and further analytical
modelling and experiments seem to be required to answer
this question in all details.

Wake–wing interference: wake capture

In contrast to the wings of an aeroplane that typically
moves through still air, the wings of helicopters, wind
turbines and hovering insects intercept with the wake
created by the wing’s own motion. The most prominent
example of wake–wing interaction is induced flow and its
possible role in stabilising leading-edge vorticity as
mentioned above. Besides this important finding, physical
wing models have revealed that wake–wing interaction at
the stroke reversals might significantly contribute to lift
production in hovering insects (Dickinson et al. 1999).

Although vorticity shed into wake is the primary cause for
this lift enhancement, the underlying fluid mechanical
mechanism does not rely on Kutta circulation. Dickinson
et al. (1999) termed this mechanism wake capture that is
thought to produce aerodynamic lift by a transfer of fluid
momentum to the wing at the beginning of each half
stroke.

The wake capture mechanism was discovered by
dissecting the measured force traces in the robotic
Drosophila wing (Fig. 5). Although rotational circulation
can explain one of the stroke reversal forces, it cannot
explain a large positive transient lift peak that develops
immediately after the wing changes the direction of
motion. This force peak is distinct from rotational lift
because its timing is independent of the phase of wing
rotation. The transient lift enhancement even persists
when the wing is halted after wing rotation, indicating
that the wake produced by the wing motion in the
previous half stroke serves as an energy source for lift
production. Superficially it sounds paradoxical that a
wing can regain lift from fluid motion created in a
previous half stroke. However, wakes are a manifestation
of energy lost to the external medium by a moving object
and part of this energy could potentially be extracted from
the wake. The energy seen in the wake resides as kinetic
energy in the motion of the fluid that the wing accelerated
during motion.

According to the momentum theory of insect flight, lift
production of a flapping insect wing depends on the
change in air momentum per unit time (Ellington 1984d).
The kinetic energy that appears in the momentum jet,
however, can be quite different because kinetic energy
Ekin is the product of the mass of the accelerated fluid
volume and speed squared given by

Ekin ¼
1
2

mu2
i ð15Þ

The energy spent in order to generate a certain air
momentum is less and flight is more efficient when the
flapping wings accelerate a large amount of air at low
velocity rather than a small fluid volume at high speed.
Although both cases may produce the same fluid mo-
mentum rate, and thus similar lift, the kinetic energy of
the moving fluid differs (Ellington 1984d). In flight an
insect may adjust fluid speed and the amount of accel-
erated air mass by changing the ratio between stroke
frequency and stroke amplitude (Alexander 1982; G�tz
1968, 1983; Heide 1971; Lehmann and Dickinson 1998,
2001; Zanker 1990b). The extraction of kinetic energy
from the wake behind a flying insect might have been
demonstrated recently in freely flying butterflies during
take-off in which smoke trails have been used to visualise
the flow around the moving wings (Srygley and Thomas
2002). The images suggest that at the beginning of the up-
stroke the volume of the shed stopping vortex increases,
while its vorticity decreases after the wing has intercepted
with the wake. When a wing extracts kinetic energy from
the wake there is a transfer of fluid momentum on the
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wing that in turn enhances lift production and thus
increases total flight efficiency (Fig. 6c).

Detailed investigations on robotic wings have drawn a
more comprehensive and mechanistic picture of wing–
wake interaction (Dickinson et al. 1999). Based on a
generic stroke kinematics, the force traces show that even
small modifications in wing motion significantly alter the
benefit of wake capture for aerodynamic lift production
(Figs. 5 and 6). Both the magnitude of momentum transfer
and its contribution to lift critically depend on the timing
of wing rotation, which is quite similar to the mechanisms
that determine rotational circulation (Dickinson et al.
1999). The model wing only produces positive wake
capture lift when wing rotation precedes stroke reversal
and the flow intercepts with the wing at a positive angle
of attack (Figs. 5a and 6).

When wing rotation is delayed with respect to the
stroke reversal, the angle of attack is negative with respect
to the oncoming flow and thus lift is negative (Fig. 5c).
With symmetrical rotation, the wing has a 90� angle of
attack at the midpoint of the stroke reversal, lift is
negligible whereas drag is high (Fig. 5b). These results
show that independent of rotational timing the transfer of
momentum seems to occur immediately after the wing
has changed its direction of motion. Whether or not wake
capture forces are beneficial for lift production in turn
depends on rotational timing, which determines the
wing’s angle of attack at the moment of the energy
recovery. Maximum forces were measured during an
advanced rotation when strong leading- and trailing-edge
vorticity is shed into the wake (Fig. 6b). The analysis of
PIV images suggests that the opposite spin of both

vortices produces an inter-vortex stream that is directed
towards the wing surface. As more circulation is produced
by the wing at the end of the half stroke, so more vorticity
can be shed and the inter-vortex stream becomes stronger.
Alterations in fluid velocity within the inter-vortex flow
might explain why during advanced rotation wake capture
force peaks are large and positive; small and positive
during symmetrical wing rotation and small and negative
if rotation is delayed (Fig. 5).

Although the magnitude of force production following
a prominent rotational effect underscores the remarkable
significance of the wake capture concept for flight force
enhancement in hovering flight, the contribution of wake
capture force might be limited to low advance ratios. Fast
forward flight stretches out the wake in space and wing–
wake interaction (wake capture) is thought to become
reduced. Nevertheless even if wake capture forces are
negligible in fast forward flight, their importance lies in
the fact that they enhance lift production during the most
demanding form of flight – that is, hovering flight – in
which all lift has be to produced by the wing’s own
flapping motion.

Added mass effects and analytical models

The interpretation of wake capture force generation given
above has been questioned recently by the use of
computational fluid dynamics (CFD) modelling of flap-
ping insect wings, suggesting that the rotational-indepen-
dent lift peak is due to a reaction of accelerating an added
mass of fluid and does not rely on a momentum transfer

Fig. 6a–c Momentum transfer due to the wake capture mechanism
at stroke reversal in a robotic Drosophila wing. a Flow through the
mid-chord of the wing (white bar, triangle indicates leading edge of
dorsal wing surface) immediately before a complete stop. Arrow
length and direction indicate magnitude and orientation of the local
fluid velocities. Fluid velocity is also indicated by pseudo-colour
coding. The flow image was taken using particle-image-velocim-
etry (PIV). A more detailed description of the method is found in
Dickinson et al. (1999). b Schematic of wake capture mechanism
during advanced wing rotation. Leading- and trailing-edge vortices

that are generated during wing translation and rotation are shed into
the wake at the end of each half stroke. The vortex system generates
an inter-vortex stream towards the wing. c Momentum transfer
during wake capture. The wing deflects the oncoming fluid (solid
black arrow) downwards (red arrow). The change in fluid direction
and velocity indicates that a fluid momentum (blue) is transferred
to the wing which may generate lift at the beginning of each half
stroke. In a Drosophila kinematic wing pattern, wake capture forces
may explain approximately 23% of total lift production
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of the fluid (Sun and Tang 2002). In the past the effect of
inertial reaction forces during the stroke reversals has
been well recognised and discussed as a cause for wing
rotation, twisting and bending (Daniel and Combes 2002;
Ennos 1988a). For example, in two species of flies, the
blowfly Calliphora vicina and the hoverfly Eristalis
tenax, the high stroke frequency ranging from 100 to
200 Hz produces inertial forces that are sufficiently high
to elicit passive wing pitch (angle of attack) changes
when the wing reverses its direction of motion (Ennos
1988b). Moreover, the high compliance of the wing base
makes it unlikely that wing pitch changes during rotation
are caused by active rotation at the wing articulation in
these two fly species (Ennos 1988b).

In general, acceleration forces could play a significant
role in the aerodynamics of insect flight (Osborne 1951).
When a wing accelerates within a fluid it must set the
surrounding air in motion, thus facing inertial forces by
the fluid that is accelerated. The inertia of the flapping
wing is increased by the mass of the accelerated fluid
termed added mass or virtual mass (Katz and Plotkin
2002). Unfortunately, the evaluation of virtual mass, and
thus an estimation of inertial forces, is not always easy
because in most situations the local fluid acceleration may
be caused by effects other than the wing’s motion, such as
the time-dependent wake-induced downwash. Although
the mass of a wing itself could be tiny, the mass of the
accelerated fluid might not be (Ellington 1984a, 1984c;
Lehmann and Dickinson 1997). Particularly in dynami-
cally scaled physical wing models in which air is replaced
by mineral oil, the added mass might be quite high. Thus,
when the wing accelerated at the beginning of each half
stroke, added mass might produce considerable inertial
forces similar to wake capture force. Sane and Dickinson
(2001) presented an estimate of inertial forces for the
robotic Drosophila wing and stated that added mass might
contribute only a little to total lift during the stroke
reversals. Nevertheless, total force balance in flapping
flight must not only consider circulatory forces produced
during wing translation (Kutta circulation and LEV),
wing rotation (rotational and Magnus circulation, and
Kramer effect), circulation due to dorsal wing interaction
between the left and the right wing (clap and fling, see
below), but also wake capture forces and inertial forces
due to the acceleration of fluid mass.

It is difficult to determine exactly the contribution of
wing inertia in physical model wings because of the
uncertainties in estimating added mass. However, this
problem can be circumvented by solving the Navier-
Stokes equation for the fluid motion around the wing
using CFD modelling. Once the wake has been calculated
from wing kinematics, lift and drag forces can be derived
from the mathematical model and compared with the
measured forces of the physical model (Sun and Tang
2002). The outcome of the CFD study is surprising
because it shows that, even when the vorticity of the LEV
is shed from the previous half stroke, the lift coefficient
does not increase at the beginning of the next following
stroke but slightly decreases instead. The two free vor-

tices shed at the end of each half produce a downwash
that decreases the effective angle of attack of the wing
and thus lowers lift production instead of producing extra
lift via momentum transfer. The wake capture peak then
would be a result of the acceleration force when the real
and virtual (added mass) wing mass accelerates at the
beginning of the following half stroke (Sun and Tang
2002). The detrimental interpretation of CFD-modelled
wake on one side and wake and force reconstructed from
physical wing models on the other side clearly demon-
strates the complexity of unsteady force production in
insects and that more studies are required to understand
fully the basis of flight force production in flapping flight.

The example above has shown that analytical models
of virtual flapping wings may greatly contribute to our
understanding of how flapping wings produce lift using
aerodynamic theory. Besides modelling the flow around
the wing using CFD, other mathematical models use an
unsteady blade element concept to derive unsteady forces
from flapping wing motion. Over the last decade com-
putational modelling regarding insect flight has been done
using potential flow models for the fruit fly (Ramamurti
and Sandberg 2001; Walker 2002b), a moth (Smith 1996)
and other forms of flapping flight (DeLaurier 1993;
Kamakoti et al. 2000; Liu 2002; Vest and Katz 1996;
Zbikowski 2002). The benefit of analytical models lies in
their capability to predict and verify experimental results
on robotic wings which allows aerodynamicists to ap-
proach insect flight aerodynamics from two different
perspectives.

Wing–wing interference:
the clap and fling mechanism

One of the most complex kinematic manoeuvres de-
scribed in flying animals is the physical interaction of the
left and right beating wing during the dorsal stroke
reversal termed the ‘clap and fling’. This was found in
tiny wasps (Weis-Fogh 1973, 1975), various Diptera
(Ellington 1984c; Ennos 1989), lacewings (Antonova et
al. 1981), damselfly (Wakeling and Ellington 1997a) and
a whitefly (Wootton and Newman 1979). A modified
kinematics termed the ‘clap and peel’ was found in fixed
flying Drosophila (G�tz 1987) and larger insects such as
butterflies (Brackenbury 1991a; Brodsky 1991), bush
cricket, mantis (Brackenbury 1990, 1991b) and locust
(Cooter and Baker 1977). Although the clap and fling
might not be used continuously during flight, several
insect species use this behaviour during maximum loco-
motor performance while carrying loads (Marden 1987)
or performing power-demanding flight turns (Cooter and
Baker 1977). Marden’s experiments on various insect
species have shown that insects with clap and fling wing
beat produce about 25% more aerodynamic lift per unit
flight muscle (79.2 N kg�1 mean value) than insects using
conventional wing kinematics (some fly species, bugs,
mantids, dragonflies, bees, wasps, beetles, sphinx moths;
59.4 N kg�1 mean value).
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The clap and fling is a close apposition of two wings at
dorsal stroke reversal preceding pronation that is thought
to strengthen the development of circulation during the
down-stroke (Weis-Fogh 1973). The fling phase preced-
ing the down-stroke is thought to enhance circulation due
to fluid inhalation in the cleft formed by the moving
wings causing strong vortex generation at the leading
edge while the development of trailing-edge vorticity is
partly inhibited by trailing-edge wing contact. The de-
velopment of leading-edge vorticity does not violate
Kelvin’s law of angular momentum conservation because
the net circulation of the LEVs in the two wings amounts
to zero due to their opposite rotational spin. Despite the
lack of direct evidence, studies in the past have empha-
sised that clap and fling might augment unsteady aero-
dynamic forces in flapping flight based on kinematic
patterns of the small wasp Encarsia formosa. However,
these studies solely estimated the benefit of the fling part
of wing motion using either two-dimensional analytical
models (Edwards and Cheng 1982; Ellington 1975;
Lighthill 1973) or a combined approach incorporating
measurements of flow velocities (Bennett 1977; Max-
worthy 1979) and forces (Spedding and Maxworthy 1986;
Sunada et al. 1993) in simple robotic wings, but ignored
any aerodynamic alterations due to the clap part of wing
motion at the end of the up-stroke, including wake
history. The overall benefit of the clap and fling thus
remains uncertain in many studies of insect wing kine-
matics as well its robustness against changes in the
angular distance between both wings (near clap condition)
during dorsal wing excursion or changes in stroke shape.

According to Weis-Fogh (1974), the magnitude of
LEV circulation developed during the fling phase can be
expressed as

Gf ¼ wc2g að Þ ð16Þ
in which w is the rate of change of angle of attack in each
wing and g(a) is a function of the angle of leading edge
wedge opening prior to trailing-edge motion. For a
robotic wing travelling 6 chord widths at high Reynolds
number of 83,000, Bennett (1977) estimated the potential
gain in total lift due to the clap and fling to be 15%. He
also conjectured that no significant lift enhancement by
the fling manoeuvre will be apparent in the case of small
insects flying at intermediate and low Reynolds numbers
(Bennett 1977). However, in experiments using the three-
dimensional robotic Drosophila wings travelling 3–4
chord widths we found a similar value for lift gain (12–
15%), although in these experiments Reynolds number
was relatively small (50–200) and the wings did not
physically touch (near-fling, F.-O. Lehmann et al.,
unpublished data). Our data also show that the benefit
of the clap and fling depends on the angular separation
between both wings and may vanish when the wings are
separated by more than 10� stroke amplitude. As well as
the benefit for enhancing total flight forces, the high force
peaks during the fling phase might be beneficial in
controlling nose-down pitching moments by displacing

the centre of lift in a rearward position, which is
comparable to tilting the wing tip plane in helicopters
by increasing lift developed by the rearmost blade
(Bennett 1977).

Conclusions and future directions

Within the last few years considerable progress has been
made in the identification of unsteady state aerodynamic
mechanisms and their contribution to lift production in
flapping insect flight. Physical robotic wings have proven
aerodynamic concepts that have been predicted for
several decades and experimental results have been used
to refine analytical non-steady aerodynamic modelling,
such as non-steady elementary blade concepts and com-
putational fluid dynamics. Computer models add valuable
knowledge to the overall picture of insect flight because
they may predict aerodynamic forces and flow structures
under various fluid dynamic conditions and different
stroke kinematics. However, the complexity of flow
structures produced when an insect is moving freely in the
air will still be a challenge for analytical modelling and
thus ongoing experimental research will be necessary.
Moreover, the repertoire of non-steady-state aerodynamic
mechanisms that an insect may use to produce and
enhance lift is remarkable and the contribution of each
single mechanism is assumed to vary between differ-
ent insect species (Dickinson et al. 1999; Srygley and
Thomas 2002). Moreover, the recent experimental and
analytical results show that even subtle changes in stroke
kinematics might change lift production tremendously
in a flying insect. Thus, in order to present a more
comprehensive theory of flight that evaluates unsteady
aerodynamic mechanisms with respect to their importance
for lift enhancement, flight efficiency, and flight control
appears to be one of the major goals in the future (Taylor
2001).

After decades of research on tethered flying animals,
extended investigations on freely flying insects will
complement and refine the biological concepts of flap-
ping flight which have been constructed in the past. The
current results derived from model wings, moreover, may
lead into new research activities on the neuromuscular
system of insects, including a more comprehensive
description of flight energetics. For this reason, an
integrative approach in which behavioural studies, robot-
ics and analytical models are combined might enable
researchers to evaluate in greater detail the process of
how fluid dynamic constraints have shaped the neuro-
muscular system of a flying insect. Eventually, modern
three-dimensional high-speed video techniques for eval-
uating manoeuvrability in freely flying insects combined
with three-dimensional imaging techniques such as par-
ticle-image-velocimetry to quantify the flow around an
insect’s wing and body in space, should help us to
understand more of the complexity of one of the most
demanding forms of locomotion that has been evolved in
the animal kingdom.
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